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Student Life proposal:
freshmen will be required
to live in residence halls
By KEN BENES
staff reporter

1

In a move intended to improve the
collegeexperience of freshman students,
Seattle University soon may require
more students to liveon campus.
A Student Life proposal stipulates
that all full-time freshmen and sophomores under the age of 21 must live on
campus, inaccordance with the residence
hall contract. The rule does not include
students who are married or those who
choose to live with their parents.
Jeremy Stringer, Ph.D., vice president for student life, said he believes
thebenefits of requiredon-campus residency outweigh any disadvantages.
"Wehave conducted alot ofresearch
on this matter, andit all seems to show
that living on campus enhances academic success," he said. "It also shows
that students who start their education
by living on-campus are more likely to
complete their degrees than those who
commuteevery day."
Stringer also said he feels' on campus
residencyimproves the way students as-

sociate with one another.
"Living inresidence halls improves a
person's ability to develop interpersonal
relationships," he said."Because of this,
we would like to have as many people
as possible living on campus."
Lee Gerig, dean of admissions, also
supports on-campus residency and feels
it will allow SU to provide students all
that college has to offer.
"What we want to offer is a total
24-hour experience," he said. "If a
student lives off campus and is only on
campus for three hours a day, this
experience is fragmented. On-campus
residency adds to the living and learning
situation that is unique to our
university."
Although SU requires incoming
traditional freshmen to live on campus,
the rule has never been enforced.
Enforcing the rule would have little
impact,according to Stringer.
"Right now we are only dealing with
traditional freshmen, and they will not
be required to live on campus as
sophomores," he explained.

"It is possible that freshman starting
in the fall of 1989 will be required to
live on campus for their first two years,
and this could have a little more of an
impact," added Stringer.
If SU proceeds with the proposal the
dormitory population only would
increaase slightly and the campus
housing situation would experiencefew
changes, according to Stringer.
"Right now we have about 700
students living in residence halls," he
said. "We could handle as much as 850
with our present situation."
"If we remodel Campion Tower,
turning office space into rooms, we
could handle more than 1000 students,"
Stringer added.
would only affect about a dozen
students, according to Stringer.
Stringer said SU is currently
working on long-term possibilities that
would improve campus housing.
"We are looking at the possibility of
building suites, apartment-style housing and residence halls for married
couple." be said. "W* wwld lJkc to
someday have housing that would be
competitive rent-wise with the offcampus apartments."
Stringer said Student Life is also
looking at ways to help students pay for
the cost of housing, such as providing a
discount for students whohavelivedon
campus for more thanone year.
However, Denis Ransmeier, vice
president of finance, does not forsee
reducing the room and board rates
because of the on-campus requirement.
"I don't see that happening right
away, but in the long run it is a
possibility," he said. In the mean time,
according to Ransmeier, there is an idea
of providing students with room grants,
that could help pay for on-campus
residency.
Ransmeier saidhebelieves requiring
on-campus residency is not a financial
matter.

"It is simply felt that there is something to be gained by having students
liveon our campus," he said. "We feel
it is vital to the school's community
thatstudents liveon campus," he added.

Speakers at last Saturday's forum called for political unity racism' and militarism. From left: Larry Gossett, Shelley Douglas, Oswaldo Arevaldo and Jack
O'Dell.

'Rainbow' calls for unity
during King celebration
By TIMHUBER
and SUSANKENDALL
staff reporters

Last Saturday's forum in celebration
of the legacy of MartinLuther King, Jr.
at Pigott Auditorium called for persons
opposed to racism and militarism to
join forces under the political umbrella
of the Rainbow Coalition, which
svnports presidential candidate Rev.
Jesse Jackson.
The Rainbow Coalition provides a
vehicle through which all ofour various
struggles can be put together, Larry
Gossett, the Coalition's Washington
State coordinator, told those individuals
attending the forum. Gossett added that
groups opposed to issues suchas Contra
aid, nuclear weaponsandracism should
unite to present a greaterpolitical force.
Gossett used a telephone poll taken
by KIRO-TV on CBS televison's
decision to fire Jimmy "The Greek"
Synder to show that racism still exists
in America. The poll, which headmitted
was unscientific,revealed that almost
half of the 1,000 respondants said Snyder should notbe fired.
The network fired Synder last week
becauseof his comments that blacks had
been bred to produce bigger and better
offspring in times of slavery.
"The legacy of Martin Luther King is
that this type of racism should be
challenged," Gossettasserted.
OswaldChavez Arevelo, consultant to
theMinister of Higher Education inNicaragua anda University of Washington

graduate student, spoke against continuedContra aid.
"To spend one dollar to kill a human
isa crime," Areveloslated.
"The Reagan administration's definition of democracy is not the democracy we are talking about," said
Arevelo. "We don't have democracy
when we don'thave enoughopportunity
to work or are without housing," he
elaborated.
Representativesof the EmergencyCoalition Against Contra Aid asked the
audience to call their congressional
representatives Feb. 1 and Feb. 2 to
protest continued Contra support.
President Reagan plans to ask Congress
for continued aid for the Nicaraguan
rebels later this month.
"There are many reasons why we
should stop aid to the contras," said
John Gilbert of the Coalition. "You
should call once for each reason. When
you get a busy signal you'll know it's
working."
"They say it's policy, (we) say it's
caca," advised Gilbert of the continuing
White House policy of Contra aid.
Jack O'Dell, director of International
Affairs for the Rainbow Coalition,
provided an overview of the negative
impact of U.S. foreign policy after
World War11.
The "Economic Royalists" led America down a path toward world domination starting in 1945, O'Dell said.
America chose to fill the power vacuum
created in the post-war world from an
see 'Rainbow'page twelve

SU ponders installation of cash machine to campus
By KELLY VANDOREN
staff reporter

The installation of anautomatic teller
machine may increase the accessibility
of cash on the Seattle University
campus in the near future.
Instead of waiting in line at the
Controller's Office to casha check, students soon may use such a machine
instead.
Negotiations with First Interstate
Bank of Seattle are underway for the
installation of an automatic teller, said
Denis Ransmeier, vice president of
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finance.
Ransmeier estimates it will take
another month before the two sides
reachanagreement
The First Interstate automatic teller
would accept cards from most major
banks in the Seattle area. It would have
the ability to transfer and dispense
money, but would be unable to deposit
funds into an account.
If SU finances the installation of the
machine, Ransmeier said, First Interstate will provide the unit for a six
month trial period. During that time the
cash machine would need 25,000 trans-

actions to take place every month in
order for the bank to break even. That
translates into about 100 transactions
each day. Ifthat level is not maintained,
the ATM would be removed, Ransmeieradded.
Though inclined to give the go ahead,
Ransmeier said he doesn't want to
provide a service and have to take it
away if the required number of transactions does not occur.
Convenience oflocation would play a
major role in the number of transactions on campus. If negotiations are
finalized, the ATM would most likely

be installed in the University Services
Building, which is centrally located and
open and staffed with security 24 hours
each day, said Ransmeier.
Onedrawback in adding an ATMmay
be that, while the Controllers Office
would continue to accept check payments, they would no longer be allowed
to cash checks in exchange for money.
Students who do not use a major Seattle
bank would no longer be able to cash a
check on campus. However, Ransmeier
said he believes the acquisition of an
ATM would benefit more students than
it would inconvenience.

FEATURES
1960's civil rights movement arrived late at SU
By DAVIDSPRIGGS
staff reporter

opedator
I UNIVERSITY

SU did address the issue of racial
equality, according to Paul Milan,
chairperson of the foreign language
departmentand 1960 SU graduate.
However,Milan added, efforts to do
so did not occur until after the peak of
the Civil Rights Movement in 1965.
He pointed to theattitude in the North
as the reason for SU's late entry into the

What began as
peaceful demonstrations to protest racism at Seattle University quickly
into vioerupted
Activities
lence and analleged
hostage situation requiring the presence
of the Seattle Police, according to a
1970 issueof the Spectator.
In the spring of 1970, black students
held several rallies in an attempt to
bring moreblack faculty on campus and
incorporate black history and literature
courses into the curriculum.
At that time, SU had only one class
that dealt withblack issues entitled "The
Black ReligiousExperience."
SU President Kenneth Baker, S.J.,
wrote a memorandum for- bidding the
rallies unless approvedby him.
Following the memorandum, protesting black students occupied the president's office. Students became angry,
according to a Spectator article, several
books were torn from shelves,a small
table wasoverturned, andan ornamental
light fixture was twisted.
During this period, Seattle Police
were stationed around the campus and
even arrested several students after a
window was broken in the Chieftain
eatingareaafter one of therallies.

Those in the North saw what was
happening on television but, according
to Milan, those events were seen as
problems indigenous to the South.
"It was just an illusion to most of
us," said Milan. "I don't think people
wereconscious of theracial conflict that
existedinour society."
In fact, Seattle was characterized as
being quiet when it came to racial
issues, according to history professor
Robert Saltvig, and it was only after
King's assasination in 1968 that theSU
community became aware of racial
issues.
Saltvig asserted that the SU
administration desired to be a positive
force in the black community. The
administration wanted to bring more
black students to campus.
The black population on campus at
that time was 50, according to Charles
Mitchell, Ph.D., president of Seattle
Central Community College and SU's
first minority affairs director from 1969
to 1976.

becoming a stronga force on campus.
There was ablack studentpublication

Casey Building.

of black students grew to 250.
Mitchell said that the black students
on the SU campus were a tightly knit
group with the Black Student Union

listened to music.
When comparing SUof the 1960s to
SU of the 1980s, several changes have
occured: 93 black students now are

Last Thursday, members of the SVJ
community remembered this situation
as wellas others that occured during the
late 1960s and early 1970s at abreakfast
at the University Commons in the
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movement.

After serving two years as minority
affairs director,Mitchellsaidthe number
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1970: Seattle University students took over the president's office in a civil -"
rights march that turned violent 18 years ago. The photo originally ran on Cm
*
the front page of the May 21 edition of the Spectator.

*

entitled "The Voice." Black students
also had a house where they studied and

1

enrolled; "The Voice" has stopped'
publication; the Black Student Union
has lost its P° wer: and. accordingto the

history department one black history
course is offered, and the English
department offers one class in black
literature.

WashPIRG talks toxic waste
By TASHA STEPHENSON
staff reporter
Washington State produces and
average of 500,000 tons of hazardous
waste a year, according to statistics
revealed by Washington Public Interact
Research Program (WashPIRG) at a
forum on toxic wastelast Thursday.
The major emphasis of the forum,
which featured State Rep. Jolene Unsoeld, centered on initiative 97.
Initiative 97 isa citizens proposal to tax
producers and distributors of toxic
waste. Money generated from the tax
would be used to pay for the safe use,
education and clean up of hazardous
wastes.

Companies that would be burdened

with this tax are resisting the initiative,
saidUnsoeld. Though these companies
havemore money, she said,citizens can
win if they join together.
"Together there really isn't anything
we can't accomplish," saidUnsoeld.
Unsoeld says she attributes the major
success of the initiative thus far to the
incessant efforts of WashPIRG. "They
really show whatindividual people can
do when they come together," she said.
WashPIRG, founded by Ralph Nador,
seeks to educate people to problems in
our state and motivate people to act on
solving these problems.
WashPIRG has chapters at Evergreen
State College and the University of
Washington and is attempting to
establisha chapter at Seattle University.

THEREARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE INTHE ARMY.
And they'reboth repre- I FT|
by
Isented the insignia you wear
Iasa memberofthe Army Nurse I
ICorps. The caduceus on the left I
means youreParto^anealth care I
fty/jldJte
jjg
Isystem in whicheducationaland I
Icareer advancement are therule, I
Kfl not the exception. The gold bar I Mi
on the right means you command respect asan Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton,NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.
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Seattle University smokers now have someplace to come in out
/
N. of the cold. A new smoking lounge was completed over
/
\.
Christmas.
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Falling dollar benefits Northwest
SU econ. professors make predictions
By STEVECLARKE

Stflff reporter
Next year shouldsee slower economic
growth nationally than in the last
couple of years, but no recession,
according to several Seattle University
economic professors.
The stock market crash was not seen
as a devastating blow to the nation's
economy by any of the professors and
the falling dollar appears to be supplying the Northwest with a favorable
climate for expandedtrade opportunities.
"The falling dollar is making iteasier
for us to sell things overseas," says Fred
DeKay, who is teaching global economics and international finance this
quarter.

With the decline in the value of the
dollar, foreigncurrency becomes more
powerful than the dollar and has the
ability to purchase American goods at a
relatively cheaperprice,making foreign
investment in American products and
companies more attractive.
Boeing, whose major competitor,
European Airbus, stands to do very well
with the cheaper buck, according to
DeKay.
"There's always a lag," between a
currency change and its resulting economic effects, DeKay says.
He notes that Japanese auto
manufacturers' profits have almost been
wipedout by the falling dollar, and says
trade balance figures should begin
showing positive results in the U.S.
trade picture.
Several days after the interview new
numbers werereleased by theCommerce
Department stating that our trade deficit
fell 25% inNovember.
Northwest ports and some other
industries will be helpedby the falling
dollar, concedes Kristi Weir, an
instructor in macro and micro-

The

falling dollar is
making it easier for us to
sell
-- things overseas.

Fred DeKay, asst. professor
Albers School of Business

economics,but warns that not allofour
tradeproblems are traceable to currency
rates.
"People still want to buy foreign

goods," she observes. "Unless wecome
don't
up with high quality goods, I
know how you are going to change
that"
Mary Rivers, economics professor,
whose classes this quarter include
"Forecasting Business Conditions,"
emphasizes that the troubledlumber and
paper industries in this region will
receive a shot in the arm from the
cheaper dollar as well as Boeing, but
cautions that a free-falling dollar could
severely hurt the economy.
"If the election wasn't coming up, the
government might be more likely to
defend the dollar by increasing the
interest rate," Rivers says, but the
unpalatability of that fix puts the dollar
ina precarious position.
Still, Rivers thinks the price of the
dollar will level out at the position it is
now.
Turning to Wall Street's troubles,
Rivers said she believes the large
decreases were part of an overdue adjustment, which gained momentum
from computer trading, which allows
more transactions to occur at a faster
rate.

"The computer trading and so forth
makes the market in general more
volatile than itonce was,"Rivers says.
DcKay emphasizes that "the financial
market is much broader," thanin 1929,
when "the stock market was the main
financial game." Nowadays, DcKay
says,businesses are gettingmoney from
foreignexchange markets, as wellas the
bond market and other institutions,and

says. Efforts by Congress and the
administration to curtail the budget
deficit are "minimal," and the apparent
lack of leadership among the stated
presidential candidates does not
encourage her, she added.
"We need a leader whois committed
to making the decisions needed," she
says,adding that worldwide cooperation
isalso necessary to headoff a period of
recession.
Weir saidshebelieves the dollar must
remain stablenow and the budgetdeficit
held down to keep the economy in
reasonable health.
If we can do that, Weir says, "I think
we can make it through 1988 basically
like we did1987."
Both DcKay and Rivers see slow
growth in the coming year. Rivers
predicts that the growth will be "slower
than it would have been if the stock
market crashhadn't producedchanges in
expectations."
Dr. Barbara Yates, who teaches

People still want to buy
foreign goods. Unless we
come up with high quality
goods, I don't know how
you are going to change
that.
~
Kristi Weir, instructor in macro
and micro- economics
the dominance of Wall Street has faded
significantly.
Weir believes that "thisis a year of a
lot of uncertainty" in the wake of the
jolts on Wall Street.
"We're not really sure which way
we're going to swing right now," Weir

mainly graduate economic courses, she
has been working so closely with
forecasting lately, Yates balks when
given achance to make a prediction.
"Lest my students simply quoteme in
their end-of-term forecasts," she says
with a laugh, "I hestitate to be too
precise."

Finance students remain optimistic
By JENNIFER VOLANTE
staff reporter

Students play the market

October 19, better known as Black
Monday, ended the Bull market of
1982-87, with the worst ever collapse of
stock prices. The crash forced big
layoffs at brokerage firms.
So where does this leave recent
business school graduates who are
pouring out of colleges across our
nation?
Well, if their objective is to join a
brokerage firm, they'd better start
redirecting their careers. They can
already count on over 6,000 former E.F
Hutton employees, armed with experience, to compete against. Earlier
this month E.F. Hutton was forced to
make major cuts in personnel due to a
downturn in themarket.
Ironically, the finance majors at SU
are not as pessimistic about the future
of the securities industry. However, not
all finance or business majors aspire to
be stockbroker.
Big money can be attained in a not so
"glamorous" position such as a financial
analyst or financial consultant. One
finance student claims, "The majority of
young stockbrokers are just glorified

ByMIKELIGOT
staff reporter

Fascinated by the movie Wall Street
and itching to enter the fast-paced,
volatile stock market?
Now's your chance. The New
Portfolio Game, co-sponsoredby SU's
Finance club and Merrill Lynch, will
allow students to simulate trading on
theNew York stock exchange.
Players begin the game with 100,000
points, representing dollars, used to
purchase and trade stocks. Each transactionalsoresults in a point deduction,
representing commissions.
On Wednesdays, the closing price of
each of the stocksisnoted and the value
shoe salesmen...because someone else
puts the (financial) package together for

them and then they sellit."
Christopher Hodel, SU finance
graduate, said he believes entering the
financial industry at this time is difficult
because the mentality of the industry is
to maintain the present level of the

is tallied. Results are posted each
Monday.
The game lasts five weeks, and the
player with the highestportfolio value
at the end of those five weeks wins.
First, second and third prizes will be
awarded with 30, 20and 10 percent of
their profits,respectively.
The game began in 1985, with
between 20and 30peopleplaying. Last
quarter, itattracted 140 participants.
Anyone who is interested in playing
must apply and pay the $3 entry fee by
4 p.m. Wednesday, January 27.
Appplications are available in the club
office, Pigott 153.
The game willend Wednesday,March

workforceor to cut back.
"The mentality of the industry is not
to reduce the level of business, but to
keep operations aslean as possible," he
added.
Paul Bukoskey, SU Finance Club
president, is relieved he didn't pursue a
career as a stockbrocker.

"As the brokerage firms fell, the
financial firms grew. As a result, there
isa need for diversified financial money
management as opposed to strict investment," Bukosky said.
It is a "great learning experience" to
be entering the industry at this time,
according to Bukosky, who has a job
lined up after graduation with Investors
Diversified Services, a financial
consultingagency.
He will haveno problem entering the
securities industry, says Steve Lindell,
SU vice president of the Finance Club.
Lindell wants to be a financial
consultant, a position which wasn't as
severly effected by the collapse as were
the brokerage jobs.
"Iam confident in the experience and
education I've received that no matter
what I
willbe highly qualified to get the
jobIseek," asserts Lindell.
There is help for finance majors
through faculty. According to Hildegard
Hendrickson, chairperson of the
economics and finance department,one
of her objectives is to let her students
know what opportunities are available
to them in the financial market.
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SPECULATION
Letters

Brotherhood
of the belly
By JUDYLEWIS
opinion editor

It justhappenedagain. My bigotry glands were producing hatehormones against
minority group. I
was gearing up to dump all my frustrations andall the
world's evils on this particular group of people. Then Imet one of "them" on a
socialbasis. That person turned out to be goodcompany. We will probably become
friends.Now I
have to start allover with a different group of people and I'm rapidly
running out of people to despise.
This happens all the time. Ino sooner work up a good head of steam against
meet one and have to re-adjust my entire value
people outside my own group than I
like to associate with,chances are
system. If one of "them" is the kindof person I
there are more of "them" who could be my friends. If a group contains one or more
nice people, it's not logical to hate the group.
Thereare definite advantages to hanging out with people who appear to be very
different from yourself.One advantage is desserts. Another is entrees. It's possible
to blimp out in at least 47 different languages and half a dozen religions without
ever leaving the city limits.
It seems that one of the first thingspeople do when they are gettingacquainted is
to eat together. Imust admit that sometimes it's better not to ask pointed questions
about thein- gredients in anunfamiliar food. Foreign foods are usually just normal
food pre- pared in an unusual way, but now and then it's better to eat first and
inquire about the details at some future date.
A man from Thailand taught mehow to cook squid. Note thisin your cookbook:
it doesn't hurt the flavor to leave the ink sac in the squid but it turns the whole
thing black. The "Thai-guy" has a personality very similar to that of the Chicano
who taught me how to make "real" enchiladas using peppers his aunt sent up from
Mexico.
A Jewish woman introduced me to borscht (pretty to look at, disappointing to
taste),kosher beef (sweetand delicious) and little triangular pastries filled with dates
and other great stuff.
A. teen-agedneighbor from the Philipines used to bring over intriguing ethnic
leftovers. One tasty tidbit was a rolledup pastry filled with unidentified meats and
vegetables.He used to do wonderful things with chicken, too.
Not that it'sparticularly exotic,but it was aGerman who furthered my education
by sharing a birthday-bottle of cognac with me. If you have never tried cognac,
consider yourself warned.It would probably be the drugofchoice if you ever decide
to do a split-brain experiment.
Oddly enough, the first chicken caccitore Iever had was prepared by a Tlingit
Indian. Iseriously doubt that any Italian chef could do it any better. That chicken
was just this sideofanauthentic religious experience.
A Hindu from Bombay made acucumber salad with yogurtdressing for my going
away party at work.It was pretty good butIthink it's supposed to be served with
curried rice. The salad lost something in the translation when served with standard
American food.
On another job, a Hindu from Pakistan made some little rice balls for a
Christmas party. They were sort of musty tasting but the odd flavor somehow
enhanced the taste of every- thing else.
I
have discovered a wholenew worldofchocolate thanks to foreign friends. Dutch
chocolate is great, of course, but the candy manufactured in the Nether- lands for
domestic consumption is tastier than the candy they export to the United States.
Thechocolate taste is fuller and not in danger of being over- whelmed by the taste
of sugar,milk and preservatives.
Guess who makes great chocolates? The Finns. They do a thing with brittle,
almost black, chocolate shells filled with fruit-flavored liqueurs. We're talking
serious chocolate andalcohol content here. The little candies are em- bossed with
detailed sketches ofbirds and flowers.It's almost a shame to eat them.
Youneed to track down a Hungarian to get real chicken pepperkosh. It's mostly
chicken,noodles and paprika,but it's great.If you can find aRussianor a Pole, you
can get wonderful meat pies thatare similar to English pastys but more flavorful.
Probably one of the most odious vegetables grown on this continent is okra. It
turns out that if you cook it with tomatoes it isn't slimy, it smells okay and it
actually tastes good. Strangegreens that grow alongside country roads can become
worksof art whencoaxed alongby someone whoknows how to handle them.
The secret to this "brotherhood of the belly" is to get to know someone well
enough to be invited to dinner. Res- taurants just don't have the knack with the
exception ofcertain rib joints that cook the meat for a week and you can eat bones
and all.
If there is a moral to all of this,it must be that people can't really be too much
different from each other if they can agree on what tastes good. Whatcouldbe more
basic to human experience than enjoying good food and the company of a friend?
yet another

LETTERS

To the Editor:
Iwas happy to see last issue's well
written and comprehensive article on
SU'sPeace and Justice Center ("Center
Provides Outlet for Action," Jan. 13).
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deeply admire the dedication of Bill,
I
Kathryn, Erik, Jim, Virginia, Brian,
Greg, Chris and all the others who
spendmany hours every week working
with hope for tomorrow's world. Their
efforts deserve recognition and support.
--Judy Nill, SU Instructor

Lockers
To the Editor:
Iwant to thank Joe Levan andChuck
Drake for puttingcampus lockers back
into operation (Spectator, Jan.13). The
combination of Mr. Levan's leadership
and Mr. Drake's technical skill have
provided a useful service for today's
students and for generations of students
to come.
William Blanchard, Director of
Enrollment Research, Enrollment
Services Division

Big Picture
To the Editor:
It seems as though the "meat" of the
Bar-be-que was not addressed in last
week's "Opinions" section. Although
Ms. Marinoni and Mr. Oishi have
brought up valid points regarding the
form of the issues raised in 88, the
issues were not addressed. It would be
equivalent to looking at an enormous
picture and noticing that the small car in
the corner had red tires. Rather than
observing the "bigpicture," the observer
shouts, "Hey! Tiresare black, not red!"
If an argument is not approved of, in
terms of form, it doesn't mean the
argument should be dismissed. In last
week's issue, Ifelt it was.
There were many issues raisedin the
lastBB: the LA Buildingname change,
the missing crosses, and the community
building (andultimately revenue raising)
techniques ofFr.Malloy ofNotre Dame
vs the community picnics (free hot
dogs!) and the Columbia Tower Club
wineand dine ofFr.Sullivan.
Of the many people I've spoken to in
the last week,most question the issues
suppose one could callit
raised in88. I
a community. In areas of this campus,
many deserve commendations for their
work: Our ASSU President, Tina
O'Brien, for her steadfastattitude on the
L.A. name change (well done), Bill
Moyer,for his work with thePeace and
Justice Center and Campus Ministry
(great work) and the editors of 88, to
name afew.
If Fr. Sullivan really cares about a
unified university community, he
shouldaddress theseissues andlisten to
the opinions of his students, for the
numbers in disagreement with him are
steadily growing.
--Michael McClure, Junior

M.I.A.
To the Editor:
Iam responding to an article which I
read in the latest Bill's Barbeque. It
pertains to the fact that Fr. Sullivan is
"Missing In Action" and later in the
article compares Fr. Sullivan to the
President of Notre Dame who is well
known and well liked on his campus. I
am not implying that Fr. Sullivan is
unliked butheis indeed unknown to the
students.
After reading this article Itried to
figure out how many times Ihad seen
and/or spoken to Fr.Sullivan. It turned
out to be less than 10 times and this is

Letters
my second year at SU. Whatbothers me
is that Fr.Sullivan is not here and if he
is here no one (students) sees him. A
majority of freshmenhave no idea what
he looks like as well as some upper
classmen. Thisisa serious issue!
Ihad the unique opportunity to meet
Fr. Sullivan at an all-campus B-B-Q in
the fall of '86. We talked for about half
an hour about my reasons for coming to
SU and how much Iwas enjoying the
Pacific Northwest. (I am from New
England.) Itwas apleasant conversation
and Iwas pleased with the President of
my university.
Ididn't see Fr. Sullivan again until
we re-met at Salt Lake City Airport
during Thanksgiving break. He met my
mom and aunt and we talked until
boarding the plane. We parted at
Seattle-Tacoma Airport with a wave and
a smile.
Fr.Sullivan is a really good guy, but
as the Barbcqueputs it "shouldn't hebe
a priest first and a businessman second
and if charity begins at home shouldn't
community begin at the top?" Couldn't
the University take some of the
administrative pressue off Fr. Sullivan
so that he could see who his students
are. Even if he could be seen at a
basketball game or having lunch with
students in the Chieftain or at any
ASSUfunctions he would be seen as a
more visible and more approachable
president because now allhe is seen as
is acold-hearted businessman.
I
hope this changes.

--Laura McMahon, student
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FEATURES
Mr. Coffee:

Cart vendor 's wares
warm SU on cold days
By STEVECLARKE

Staff reporter
On especially cold mornings, Dave

Moore, who sells snacks and coffee

from a cart at the base of the Barman
Building, warms his hands on the
steaming coffee pots in front of him. A
portable tape player puts out a pulsing
that herocks back and forth to.
B-r-r-r, it's cold," he says to a
tomer. "Theusual?"
i"he customer nods and searches for
change as Moore pours a cup of coffee
andhands itover the counter.
"You can pay me tomorrow if you're
short," Moore says with a wave of the
hand.
"Thanks, Dave," the customer
responds,sipping the coffeeand walking
away.
"No problem." And to the next
person, "Hi. WhatcanIgetcha?"
Moore has been operating the cart for
SAGA/Mariott since last spring quarter,
when the woman who workedit before
got tiredof bad weather and long hours
feet.
She called and said 'Iknow you're
working,'" Moore recalls. He had

Et
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worked from a cart at Fourth Avenue
andPike Street for two andahalf years,
and decided to accept the Seattle
University job.
An article writtenabout Moore in the
Seattle Times while he worked at the
other location quotedhim as saying he
sometimes felt like Lucy from the
"Peanuts" comic strip at her psychiatrist's booth.
"Oh, yeah," Moore laughs when
reminded of the quote. "I'm just like a
bartender. People come up to me and
tell me all their problems."
Moore says he even gets requests
from people who want him to introduce
them to a member of the opposite sex
who frequents his stand.
"I've matched up a few people here at
school," he says with a smile. "It's
kindof fun."
When he doesn't have a long line,
Moore often trades stories and chats
with his customers. "It's nice here,
'cause we get sucha variety," he says of
working at SU. "We get people from all
over theworld."
Moore's policy of giving credit is part
of a style that keeps his tip jar clinking
regularly withadded donations.

Dave Moore warms up a customer with a hot cup of toffee on a recent cold
morning in front of the Barman Building, where he runs the food service cart.

"You gotta give a little to get a
little," Moore philosophizes,adding that
most people pay him back promptly
anyway.
Payment for running the stand does
not include any commission, Moore
laments, who makes a straight hourly
wageof $4.50.
"I'd be making a lot more money"
witha percentage,he says. Moore notes
that $80 to $90a day in gross sales was
usual when he started, and now $200 is
not uncommon.
Moore estimates he sells about four
pounds ofregular coffee and five pounds
of Starbuck's a day. "That's a lot of
coffee." he observes.
Inaddition to running the cart, Moore

has been known to donaclown suit and
do shows for patients at the Children's
Orthopedic Hospital, among other
places.Students may recallhim wearing
his outfit during SlTs Spring Festival.
The civic-minded Moore also turned
up at Seattle's Gay Pride Parade on
Broadway last year,dispensing condoms
to the public. "I handed them out in
baskets," he sayslaughingly.
Moore says he eventually would like
to go to school, but presently lacks the
funds. "Why don't you put that down,
too?" he winks.
In the meantime, Moore says, "I like
to have fun with people," and this job
gives him just that opportunity.

Dinner promises evening of cultural exchange
By LISA LARA

Staff reporter
Exotic clothing, fascinating customs
and mouthwatering international delicacies are just a few of the reasons to
attend the 11th annual International
Dinner sponsoredby the Association for

International Relations(AIR) Jan. 30 in
the Campion Tower Ball Room.
The dinner's theme, "Friendship
Around the World," captures the spirit
of the event which, according to former
AIRChairman Faizi Ghodsi, willbe an
"eveningofcultural exchange,a symbol
of living together in peace."

r

Seattle University's two new vans display the school's logo. The
University took possession of the red and white vehicles over Christmas
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Thedinner isachance for studentsand
faculty from various cultures to sample
the food, clothing, and customs of each
other, Ghodsi said.
International students and their
families will prepare 50-60 different
kinds of food. Seven international entertainment groups representing Africa,
Malaysia, Samoa and Korea will
performduring dinner.
Dinner and entertainment begin at
6:30 p.m. and dancing to aLatin American salsa band, Bonchinche,begins at
9:30 andends at 1:00 a.m.
Toutedas the "biggest eventorganized
by Seattle University students,"
according to Ghodsi, AIR is expecting
SSO to attend.
Tickets are $7 and available at the
Associated Students of Seattle University office on the second floor of the
Student Union or the International
Student Center.
AIR isa club which works out of the
International Student Center. Norma
Urena, coordinator for AIR, says the
club is workingtogether for a common
purpose to promote cultural exchange
and tolerance between foreignstudents.
TheInternational Dinner is the clubs
main event of the year, according to
Urena.
The club sponsors several other
events throughout the year,such asluncheons and trips.

This past Veterans Day weekend, 30
members took a trip to Copalis Beach,
along the Oregon Coast, where they
held the first meeting of the International Dinner and Entertainment
Committee.

$ 25 off any meal by showin9 this coupon
Prices start from $2.65 TO $4.00
Good On|y at 1520 BROADWAY
ExpiresJanuary 31,1988
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A dancer in an Iranian costume performs at last year's International
Dinner.

'

109 S. WASHINGTON ST. 621-9504
Hours:Mon.-Sat. 11:00-6:00 p.m.
1520 BROADWAY 324-0116 (BetweenPike & Pine)
Hours: Mon-Sat. 11:00-7:00 p.m.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
"Good Morning Vietnam"

Cronauer and company
keep crowds roaring
By LISA WILLIS
A&E editor

Good morning America! Hey,guess
what the latest fad in film making is?
That's right...war movies are in again.
With the list growing after the success
of "Platoon"last year, America's "police
action" of the 60'shas heated up in the
movie industry.
In the latest effort, "Good Morning
Vietnam," what couldhave been a silly
comedy reveals a silver lining in the
writers understanding of the seriousness
of war.
"Good Morning Vietnam" tells the
story of Adrian Cronauer (Robin Williams), an incredibly funny disc jockey
for the American Forces Radio station
in Saigon.
When he arrives in Vietnam after
being in Greece ("where the women
look like Zorba"), he has an aloof
attitude about the police action
occurring there. AH he sees are the
beautiful women. He, like other
Americans, is unaware of the death and
destruction that are a part of life for the
Vietnamese people.
However, through antics that include
editing a PresidentRichardNixon interview, changing the musical selection

from Perry Como to James Brown
(making for a wonderful movie soundtrack), and paying to replace the English
teacher of a class his object of lust is
enrolled in,Cronauer develops a side
showingcaring andawareness. Attimes
he seems to be more aware of what's
happeninginVietnam thananyone else.
Robin Williams shows more of his
versatility as an entertainer than ever.
He goes from the crazy,no-holds-barred
comedian/disc jockey to a sympathetic,
caring human being.
Another good thing about Williams
is that he doesn't steal the show. This
isn't aRobin Williams stand-up routine,
it is a good story full of other marvelous characters.
The cast is very well put together.
Bruno Kirby, J.T. Walsh, Richard Portnow and Ralph Tabakin make up an
interesting quartet in the radio station.
This magical combination was previously seen together in another Levinson film, "TinMen."
Re-donning fatigues after his role in
"Platoon" is Forest Whitaker. His character, Edward Garlick, is a gentle follower looking for someone to guide
him. Garlick is a wonderful sidekick to
Cronauer and is indispensable to the
film.

Airman radioanouncer AdrianCronauer (Robin Williams) takes time out to
make his fans laugh before they ship out to Vietnam's"police action".

Also featured are Tung Thanh Tran
(Tuan) andChintara Sukapatana (Trinh).
Sukapatana is the hottest actress in
Thailand. She barely speaks English,
making her performance as anon- native
English speaker quite believable. She
plays Trinh, the young girl Cronauer
lusts after.
Tran, however is a Vietnamese
refugee who studies at the Chicago
Institute of Technology.He plays Tuan,

staff reporter

New Year's celebrations in this
inebriated mobs
detonating minor explosives and
shouting through midnight when
December turns to January. The
remainder of the festival is spent
watching televised football games
through blurred vision. For many, the
significance remains hidden.
The Japanese New Year, Oshogatsu,
is remarkably different. Itis considered
the most important holiday in their
culture. During this time the people of
Japan celebrate the "beginning of all
things," along with the demise of the
old, bad spirits. The theme of good
fortune to everyperson andhousehold is
dominant in the dance, art, music and
calligraphy that highlight the festivities.
"The beginning of all things,"
according to Yasuhisa Tani of the
Consulate General of Japan, "is a very
important custom to the people of
Japan.Thenew year starts everything."
The festival celebrates "the first" koto
music and calligraphy. Italso features
the traditional Shishi-Mai lion dancer,
the Kabukidance-comedy "Tsuri-Onna"
(Fishing for a Wife), members of the
Washington State Kendo Federation,
flower arrangements by Madame
ToshikoKawata andmuchmore.
The New Year festivities take place
traditionally between Jan. 1and 3. On
the first day the family dress in their
finest clothes and visit the local shrine.
country typically find

BARRY EBEN, PH.D.
Clinical psychologist and former director,
SU Counseling Center

PERSONAL CONSULTATION
emotional distress, relationships,self-esteem, assertiveness,
procrastination,loss, problems at work or school, and other issues.
Income basedfees. King County Medical Preferred Provider.
Eligible for many other insurances.
Washington PsychologyLicense #757

1836 Westlake
Seattle, WA

Aye. N.

- Suite 300 A

98109
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285-7771
527-7053

friend. Naturally his English is much
better than Sukapatana's, but he is also
believable.
"Good Morning Vietnam" isa movie
sure to be enjoyedby all. It deals with
Saigon in 1965 just before everything
went crazy, ina positive but responsible
way. It tells the story the way it should
be told, uncensored.

Japanese celebrate new life
with Oshogatsu Festival
By BRADLEY SCARP

The Japanese Shishi-mailiondancerisa traditionalsymbol of good fortune,

Trinh'sbrother who becomesCronauer's

Then there are visits withfriends where
foodhas been prepared wellin advance,
enough to last for days if necessary. "It
used to be a time when everyone
celebrated birthdays," said Tani, "nobody
worked."
The entrances to the houses are
adorned with a variety of pine, bamboo,
straw and fern decorations to "repelbad
spirits" and bring "hope for the New
Year," according toMidori Kono Thiel,
program director for Oshogatsu.
The Shishi-Mai lion dancer does his
dance in front of each home to bring
good fortune to that household. The lion
isa traditional symbol of good fortune.
"The resident may give the lion dancer
tips," says Tani.
The lobster isalso an integral part of
the lore. This expresses the special wish
that one may enjoy a very long life
until one's back is bent like that of a
lobster.
Musicians have a "shinnen-kai" party
to celebrate the first koto music while

calligraphers celebrate "kakizome," the
first calligraphy, as a way of reaffirming
their dedication to the art. This is also
when young children study calligraphy
for the first time.
Oshogatsu will be celebrated in
Seattle at 7:30 p.m., Jan. 23, at the
Nippon Kan Theatre, 628 S.
Washington St., as part of the Nippon
Kan Heritage Association's Japanese
Performing Arts Series. Admission is
$7, seniors and students $5. For more
information call 624- 8800.

PRE-MED/SOCIAL SCIENCE STUDENTS
Gain a unique view of the cancer patient's world by becoming i
volunteer phoneworker with the Cancer Information Service foi
Washington State at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
State-wide, toll-free hotline requires a mature individual to commit 4
hours per week. National Cancer Institute Certification upon completior
of 60-80 hours of training begins in mid January. Call Dee ai
1-800-4-CANCER or 467-4675 for an application.
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Brothers juggle smiles and chuckles
The highlight of the act involves the
"Gamble" segment. Alyosha (Randy
Nelson), the champion, must juggle
three objects that weigh at least an
ounce for 10 seconds or risk a pie in the
face.
Sundaynight'saudience came prepared
to stump the juggler with ridiculous
objects. A woman sitting behind me
volunteered her pottedplant while others
threw on stage a dead fish, jumper
cables, waterin plastic bags, and halfof
a lemon meringuepie.
Dimitri (Paul David Magid) rejected
some balsa gliders and playfully threw
them back into the audience, joking,
"Haven't you people ever seen an ounce
before?" Fyodor (Timothy Daniel Furst)
the only silent member of the group,
lent his support byclearing the stage of
the rejecteditems.
The champ didn't pass the test of
jugglingbattery cables, the pieand dead
fish but gave ita good try.
Two hours of lively entertainment
seemed like minutes as thecrowd gave
The Flying Karamazov Brothers thunderous applause anda standing ovation.
You might want to see "Juggling and
Cheap Theatrics" more thanonce to take
in what you missed the first time.
The Flying Karamazov Brothers at
ACT Theater runs from Jan. 7 to 31.
Call 285-3220 for tickets or more

ByVILMAJ.TENNERY
staff reporter
Watching jugglersperform wasn't my
idea of fun. But that was before Isaw
the crazy antics of the Flying Karamazov Brothers.
Dressed in black pantaloons with
b.'glitly colored velvet caps covering
their long hair, the energetic group
members burst on stage of the ACT
theater (A Contemporary Theater) with
lots of sizzle andno fizzle.
"Juggling and Cheap Theatrics," one
of three productions presented by the
comedic juggling troupe, began like an
old vaudeville show. Smerdyakov (Sam
Williams) strutted across the stage
flashing ared terror sign while the other
brothers introduced nine objects of
terror--a skillet, dry ice, eggs, a salt
shakerandmore.
Guess what those objects juggled into? This lively troupe succeededinmaking a disciplined skilllook easy and fun.
One of the funniest moments of the
show was when the Karamazov Brothers
stopped the performance for latecomers
andrecapped what already taken place.
Another time a photographer in the
audience became the subject when the
performers grabbed his camera and
wildly

took pictures of each other sit-

The FlyingKaramazovBrothers are (1-r) SmerduakovKaramazov(Sam
Williams), IvanKaramazov (HowardJay Patterson), AloyshaKaramazov
(RandyNelson),DmitriDaramazov(Paul DavidMagid) and Fyodor
Karamazov

(Timothy Daniel Furst).

ting on the photographer's lap.
Ivan (Howard Jay Patterson) uses a
motorized car in the act because of a lee

Wonder LP gives emphasis to

Iwords

not

admiring you intensely. So much so,I'd
like to settle down with you." "One Of
A Kind" expresses the same feeling as
"With Each Beat Of My Heart," but
uses acalm yetupbeatrhythm.
The first side ends with "Come Let
Me Make Your Love Come Down."
The song has amodernblues feel. Blues
guitarist 8.8. King plays a solo which
lends legitimacy to the Blues quality.
"Skeletons" starts off side two with a
melody and propheticlyrics-- "What did
your mama tell you about lies. She said
it wasn't polite to tell a white one.
What did your daddy tell you about lies.
He saidone white one turns into ablack
one." Lying andhidden pasts arethe two
subjects dealt within the song.
The rest of side two continues displaying Wonder's lyric writing ability.
Highlights include Wonder singing a

Stevie Wonder's popularity stems
from the Top 40/R&B rhythms he
creates with the synclavier( a computer
masquerading as a keyboard). Little
attention has been given to Wonder's
lyrics. His latest album, entitled "Characters," displays that talent for writing
Beginning with the first song "You
Will Know," a soothing rhythm highlights powerful lyrics concerning
faith--"Lonely heart you'll know, every
life hasreason for I
madeit so."
"Dark 'N' Lovely" follows with
cleverly written lyrics questioning the
persecution ofnative black South Africans. Even though not written by
Wonder, the lyrics in the song adequately fit in with the rest of the
album.
The nexttwo tracks, "With Each Beat
Of My Heart" and "OneOf A Kind" are
two love songs in which one can feel
the lyrics. The former has a piano and
the sound of a heart beating in the
background. Lyrics such as, "I've been
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NOW HIRING. M/F
Summer & Career Opportunities
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(Will Train). Excellent pay plus

world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:
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Ext. 41911
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"Skeletons," for example, looks at

America's ethics crisis. "Dark 'N' Love-

ly"addresses the issue of South Africa.

Most of Wonder's songs are written
for a purpose and have meaning. It is
entirely possible the he could be
satisfied with writing driving dance
songs with light lyrics. However, Wonder probably sees music as a powerful
form of communication.

STUDENT NIGHT
AT THE SYMPHONY
GerardSchwon, Music Director
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song work.
Most pop-albums focus on common
subject matter like relationships, sex or
acombination of the two.
Wonder focuses on subjects which go
beyond the common and the ordinary.

Student Special!
2 for 1Tickets*
When YiouMention ThisAd.
$12 50 &$9 00
MainFloor Seating

VM\ Broadway at Madison
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a song titled "Get It" and "Galaxy

duet with Micheal "I'mBad" Jackson in
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"McDonald's drive-throuch" scemcnt.

Paradise," which is a strange song with
extraterrestrial lyrics. However, Wonder
uses these lyrics to make this weird love

science

By DAVIDSPRIGGS
staff reporter

injury. He skillfully maneuvered it to
dodge the pin-throwing jugglers in the

£ ojjjcj5e
Call443-47471
'StudentI D required
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JoinMusic Director GerardSchwarz andthe
Seattle Symphony ina special concert featuring a
selectionfrom ourfirst compact disc recording
excerpts from Wagner 'sDie Meistersinger.

—

'

I Mon. & Tues., Jan.25 & 26,
; Bpm,Opera House
" Pretoncert etfurB: 7Pm'Rooms 2u3"2M
I Wagner:Excerpts from DieMeistersinger
\ Hanson: Symphony No.2 "Romantic"
; Brahms: SymphonyNo.linC minor

"
olsoavailable l-'/jhours Wore meperformance at theBoi
* Tickets
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SPORTS & RECREATION
Hungry Cats stalk
first place Chiefs
By DAVID SPRIGGS
staff reporter

pholoby John Kammtrer

Eric Petersen powers in a layup against Johnson Leighton (31) and
reg Roe (43) of Lewis-Clark State. The Chiefs are in first place in NAIA
Istrlct 1with a 6-0 district mark.

EJ's
The Chiefs:

Tomorrow night the Central
Washington University Wildcats will
stalk the Seattle University Chieftains
at Connolly Center in a 7:30 p.m.
contest, looking to take the district lead
from the Chiefs.
Central's win over Western
Washington last Saturday broke a first
place tie between Western and SU,
putting the Chiefs alone in first place
with a 5-0 record in NAIA District 1
play,prior to last night's game with St.
Martin's
Tony Pope continues to lead SU in
scoring, averaging over 19 points per
game goinginto last night.
John King's 7.7 rebounds per game
werealso tops on the team.
The Cats (9-6 overall,5-1in district
play) got off to a slow start in 1988,
starting January witha four game losing
streak.But theyhave found their rhythm
and enter the Thursday night contest
with a six game winning streak.
SUcoach Bob Johnson statedCentral
is the team to beat inDistrict 1. He said
"they expect to be there when playoff
timerolls around."
Johnson said the Wildcats are a
physical and mature team which relies
on intimidation in the paint. This
intimidation allows Central to score by
way of the lay-up.
Johnson says he wants his Chieftains,

normally a fast breaking team, to slow
down the tempo against Central.
Johnson said this tactic will force the
Wildcats to hurry theiroffense.
Keying the Wildcat attack is Carl
Aaron, a 6-6 junior from Detroit,
Mich., averaging 17.6 points and 7.S
rebounds a game.
Art Haskins, at 6-2 alsoadds punch to
the attack. The junior guard from
Tacoma scored a total of 39 points in
the past two games.

Chiefs martyr Saints
By DAVIDSPRIGGS
staff reporter
The Chieftains raised their league

leading record to 9-7 overall and 6-0
in NAIA district 1play, with a96-70
thrashing of St.Martin's last night at
Connolly Center.
The Chiefs ran their taller
opponents out of the gym, racing out
to a 24-6 lead in the first five
minutes.
The Chiefs' biggest lead of 33
points came midway through the
second half, when the Chiefs led
72-39.
TheChiefs big menhada field day,
as forward Tony Pope scored 24
points, while his frontcourt mates
Eric Petersen andJohn King scored 20
and 17 points respectively.King also
had a game high 12 rebounds. Ron

Kuhn came off the bench to score 17 .

The Lady Chiefs:

9-7 overall, 6-0 in District 1

13-2 overall, 8-2 in District 1

Last Week:

Last Week:
Last night- Defeated Pacific Lutheran 88-60

Last night- Defeated St. Martin's 96-70
" 5 Chiefs in double figures

" See story above

January 15- Defeated Lewis-Clark 80-76
" Tony Pope- 24 points

" JohnKing- 8 for 10 from field,10 rebounds
January 12- Defeated Northwest College

100-82
"

Eric Petersen- 20 points
" Warriors shot 39%in secondhalf

This Week:

ruary

21- Home against Central, 7:30 p.m.

" Central is defending district champ

" See story above

January 26- Home against Pacific Lutheran,
7:30 p.m.
" Lutes-6-5 overall, 3-1in district
" BurkeMullins shoots 50%, averages 16.4 points
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" Jenny Fredericks- 8 for 11,22 points
" See story next page

January 16- Defeated Northwest College
86-37
"
Karin Bishop- 21 points
"SU shot 51%

January 12- Defeated Alaska Pacific 73-65
" Lisa Hill- 23 points
" APU held scoreless for first five minutes of
second half

This Week:
Tonight- Home against Sheldon Jackson,
7 p.m.
"
Seals- 2-10 overall, 1-3 in district
outscore them by 20+ per game

" Opponents

January 23- Home against Western 8 p.m.
" Vikings
have won 9 of last 10
" See story next page

SPIIHIS&R\ C H \ A I 1 D N
Lady Chiefs down
Lady Lutes 88-60
By MARTY NILAND
sports editor

photo by John Kjimmi-i rr

Lady Chieftain Karin Bishop muscles the ball away from a St. Martin's
defender. The SU women will need lots of muscle to defeat the hot Western
Washington Lady Vikings this Saturday.

Bishop had the hot hand on offense
and dominated theboards on defense as
her outlet passes to Fredericks and hot
shooting led SU to a 44-34 halftime
lead.
The Lady Chiefs blew the game open
early in the second half, as the
Bishop-to-Fredericks fast break connection continued, while the Lady Lutes
scored only four points in the first five
minutes of the half. Before the Lady
Lutes knew what had hit them, they
were down 52-38, and there was still
more to come. Su completed a 16-10
run as PLU called time-out with 12:20
to play in the half.
From that point, the SU women
cruised, and the bench got plenty of
work. The Lady Chiefs outscored PLU
22-8 over the last 10 minutes.
Unlike the last few SU wins, this
game was dominated by sharp passing,
shooting and defense. SU turned theball
over only 14 times, after averaging over
20 in their past six contests. Meanwhile, the defense totaled 17 steals, and
forced 29 turnovers. The team's 21
assists was also its best total in recent
games. They shot 44.6 percent for the
game, including 52 percent in the first
half, their best half in recent games.

The Lady Chieftains put together an
impressive overall performance, and
brought themselves out of the midseason doldrums with an 88-60 romp
over Pacific Lutheran University last
night at Connolly Center.
The win was the women's fifth in a
row and raised their record to 13-2
overall and8-2 inNAIADistrict 1.
Jenny Fredericks led the Lady
Chieftains with 22 points on 8 for 11
shooting from the field. Many of the
points came on full-court passes from
Karin Bishop, who totaled six assists
for the game.
Bishop also scored 16 points and
grabbed 10 rebounds. She dominated the
inside, particularly in the first half,
when she scored 12 points.
Lisa Hill, the team's leading scorer
andrebounder also scored 16and was the
game's high rebounder with 11.
The game did not stay close for long.
The SU women quickly wiped out a
10-8 PLU lead early in the game with
an exciting transition game, while a
full-court trap defense forced five PLU
turnovers in a seven minute span. The
Lady Chiefs charged out to a 22-12lead
midway through the first half behind the
shooting of Hill and Bishop.

SU women face Western in key game
By MARTYNILAND
sports editor

only district loss was to Simon-Fraser.
In addition, the Viking women are
outrebounding their opponents by over
10boards pergame.
Western starts three six-footers on the
front line and they all average over nine
pointsper game.Forward Lynn Munday
averages 10.9 points per game to lead
the Vikings in scoring, while Anna
Rabel, the other starting forward, leads
the team in rebounding with 6.6 per
game.
Despite their record, the Lady Chiefs
are not playing like the team district
coachesenvisioned when they made SU
a unanimous pick to repeat as district
champs.
The team is having trouble on the
boards. They have been outrebounded by

The Lady Chieftains will face a key
their defense of the NAIA
District 1 title when they take on
Western Washington University this
Saturday at 8 p.m.
Before last night's game, the Lady
Chiefs were 11-2 overall. They were tied
with Whitworth and Central for third
place in District 1 with a 7-2 league
mark. Western was in second place at
7-1. Simon-Fraser led the district with a
7-0mark.
Western is a hot team. The 12-3
Vikings returned from an 8-1 road trip
and handed Central a 73-61 loss on
Saturday to take second place. Their
contest in

an average of 41.4 to 39.1 rebounds per
game, and are even being outrebounded
in games they win. Coach Dave Cox
said the team's only good reboundoing
performance in recent games came in a
90-58 win against St. Martin's on Jan.
8.
Coaches and players agreed last week
that the team was not whereit wanted to
be at this point in the season.
Still, at 7-2 in district play, the SU
women have placed themselves with the
playoff contenders in the district and the
Western game will give them a good
idea of how they rate among the
contenders.
Lady Chieftain Notes:

Jenny Fredericks continues to lead the
district in shooting, with a 63.4 percent
mark from the field. That total is among
thenation's top five NAIA shooters.
Sohomorc forward Lisa Hill, the
team's leading scorer with 16 pointsper
game,ranks seventh in the district. Hill
is also the team's leading rebounder,
averaging 9.4 rebounds per game. Her
totalranks seventh in the district.
Assistant coach Judy MacLeod served
as temporary head coach last Wednesday
against Alaska Pacific and earned her
first coaching victory at SU. Cox,
suffering from the flu, was too ill to
attend the game.
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GET ON THE

TRACKTOA

s.ere is just ONE question you should ask before you select your
airline school: "Can your school DOCUMENT its placement with
AIRLINES?" WE CAN! OVER 95% (5.599 of our 5,856 placement) are

Wp^^L SCHOLARSHIP

with AIRLINES! In 1986 we placed 1700 graduates with EVERY major
airline as well as with international, regional and commuter
airlines. Dicover why the airlines respect our excellent 12-week
training and call us first! Attend free 2-hour seminar!

AnAirForceßOTC
4lHrscholarship
may get you on the

TUESDAY JANUARY 26
HOLIDAY INN EVERETT
1-5 EXIT 186
EVERETT, WA
2:00 OR 7:00 P.M.

-

-

OR

THURSDAY JANUARY 28
DOUBLETREE PLAZA HOTEL
16500 SOUTHCENTERPARKWAY
SEATTLE, WA

2:00 OR 7:00 P.M.

Where AirlineCareers Begin!

P^^
right track to success. Find outif you

qualify for tuition andother expenses, plus
$100 each academic month. Get on the
right track Talk to:
C'apt Kotlriguez

543-2360

LndenhipExeUenoeStartsHere
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Sports Calendar

Sports clubs provide
variety for students
By AARONMORGAN
staff reporter

Seattle University is offering 10
different sports clubs for students this
winter. There is a variety of clubstor
many differentinterests.
The Sailing Club offers sailing lessons and other benefits no matter what
level of skill members have. The
sign-up calendar is in the intramural
check-out room in Connolly Center.
For more information call the sponsor,
Steve Gerrish, or the president, Aki
Mishima.
The Ski Club is for those who want
to enhance their skills or just learn how
to ski. The club competes in City
Leagueracing andoffers something for
all skiers.For more information contact
Mike Dahlem.

The Marksmanship Club is offering
everything from The Annual Faculty/Staff vs. Students Trap shooting
Challenge Match to free lessonsin gun
safety. Andrew Tadie, Ph.D.,associate
professor of English, is the sponsor.He
can bereached at 296-5422
\ The Running Club, an opportunity
for people interestedin all types ofrunning dnd a great way to get in shape,
meets twice a week andis sponsoredby
TimLeary.,S.
The Master's Swim Club meets three
nights a week at the Connolly Center
west pool. This club offers a chance to
improve swimming skills -whHe staying
in shape. For more information contact
'
Nancy Evanoff atUniversity Sports. ,
SU Sports also offers table tennis,
bicycling, volleyball, golf and intramuralofficials clubs.

Intramural

Center Pools.

January 20:

Water Polo Manager's meeting. 6 p.m. Connolly

January 22-24:

Crystal Cup Intercollegiate Skiing at Crystal Mountain.
Friday, Jan 22:
7:30 a.m.- Coaches meeting.
9 a.m.- Men's 3 x 10K relay.
10:30 a.m.- Giant Slalom starts (women followed by
men)
1:30 p.m.- Secondrun starts.

.

Saturday, Jan. 23
7:30 a.m.-Coaches meeting.
9 a.m.- Women's 3 x 5K relay.
10:30 a.m.- Slalom starts (women followedby men)
1:30p.m. Second run starts.
5 p.m.- Alpine awards
Sunday, Jan. 24
7:30 a.m.-Coaches meeting.
9:30 a.m.-Men's 15K starts.
Noon- Women's 15K starts
3 p.m.-Nordic and alpine awards.
v

For information on joining any of
"Biese clubs call University Sports at

28£«400.

Winter intramural season tips off
By STEVE DEGRACIA
staff reporter

Intramural basketball tipped off
Sunday, Jan. 10 at Connolly Center.
Last season's champs in the open
division, Dunkin Hines, have not
returned this season to defend their title,
yet ahost of other excecptional teams,
many featuringpast Chieftain basketball
1
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Face the unknown.
Discover your worth by revealing
to Others theirs
"

t
o gwe
Why goro 1
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your talents and gifts,
your hopes anddreams.

See a new part of the country.
Learn new skills.
Learn about yourself.
Be poor among the poor
a PartofacommumtyBe the Church.
Spend one year

for others,
for yourself.

You'll never be the same.
We guarantee it.

JOIN THE
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intermediate players.
If basketball or soccer > does not
interest you, why not try a relatively
new intramural sport, Inner Tube"Water
Polo.
>
Registration for the sport con- tihues vv
through Jan. 20 with play beginning
Wednesday, Jan 27. The mandatory is
tonight, January 20, 6 p.m. at the
Connolly pools.

players, will try to claim this year's top
honors.
In additon to basketball, indoor
soccer, another popular IM sport got
underway last week. Play in all
divisions gotunderway lastSunday.
Games will be played in Connolly
Center's astro-gym. Play will feature
two co-ed divisions,one for players of
higher ability and another for

ff

Tennis practice starts
Seattle University tennis coach Janet
Adkisson is still looking for players for
both the men'sand women's teams.
The team works out in the SU
astro-gym on Mondays at 7 a.m. for
women and 8:30 p.m. for men,
Tuesdays from 12:30 p.m. to 4:30
p.m., and Thurdays at 3 p.m. for
women and 4:30 p.m. formen.
The team practices at the Seattle
Tennis Center on Wednesdays at 2:30
and Fridays at 1:45.
Adkisson says anyone who wants to
join the team should call her at

2&k6400.
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aboutt giving a year
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serv.' cc w tn tne P°.or as a Jesuit Volunteer in
States, write or call the JVC office in

°*

'

ttie United

*°

tne reg jon of tne country in which you would like
serve>
JVC: Northwest

P.O. Box 3928
Portland, OR 97208-3928
(503) 228-2457

JVC:Southwest
1427 12th Street
Oakland,CA 94607
(415) 465-5016

.

jvC:

1505 Kane street
Houston,TX 77007
(713)223-5387

.VI.

JVC:Midwest
P.O.Box 32692
Detroit, Ml 48232
(313) 894-1 140

jvc

18th& Thompson Streets
Philadelphia, PA19121
(215)232-0300

*

t M441 'a**£U yM+ to join us on
Wednesday, January 27th
5:30 7:00 p.m.
in the 1891 Room at Bellarmine Hall at Seattle
University. Soup andbread will be provided. Two
current Jesuit Volunteers, Kevin Brown and Maria
Oilier, will share their experience of working with
the poor. JVC: NW Executive Director Mary
Medved and Western Washington Area Director
Michael Ramos will also be present to answer
questions about the Jesuit Volunteer Corps.
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COME TO THE FIRST FACT OF THE

fEATUftEO *AND 'BOCJtXNCJiE (Latin American
music) THERE ALSO WXLL BE OTHER
ENTERTAINMENT fßOtt VARIOUS CULTURES. THIS
IS DEriNATELy AN EVENT THAT CAN NOT BE
n<Iss£D

.

YEAR!!!
THIS ONE IS IN CELEBRATION OF
TIM LEARY AND ERIN SWEZEY.
THOSE SNEAKY LITTLE DEVILS GOT
MARRIED OVER CHRISTMAS BREAK
AND NOW IT IS TIME FOR THE

-

SATUJUDAII 3.*NU*UU| 30. 1988

PARTY !!!
—
JANUARY 29TH, 4:30-7:00 IN THE
CHTEPTATN *

.

...

COMING UP
XAVIER DANCE !!!
JANUARY 22ND, 9:00 TO 1:00 A.M.

.
RUMT

0.X., THE LAST TREASURE HUNT WAS A LITTLE

TOO EASY FOR THE STUDENTS OF SEATTLE

"""" """

UNIVERSITY, INTELLECTUAL WIZARDS THAT WE

0

HU^.?

THIS ONE STARTS FEBRUARY IST.
keep ON THE LOOKOUT FOR CLUES WHICH WILL
BE POSTED THEREAFTER DAILY IN THE
CHIEFTAIN
YEA, THERE WILL BE A CASH REWARD FOR THE
WINNER! ? ? f !

.

"

""
CTMIIAL
IHFOEMATION:
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rar
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Student handbooks and i.d. cards can be picked up
at the C.A.C.

6:00 P>n> CAWION BALLJIOOtt
TICJCET PRICE $7.80

TICKETS AVAILAZL'E AT ASSU, THE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER, THE E.L.S.
AND THE C.A.C. TOH MORE INFORMATION CALL
296 6260

ALSO THAT NIGHT AT 8:00 IN THE CHIEFTAIN
ASSU IS SPONSORING A MOVIE "THE MISSION."

,_

1

KF.YNOTF, PRESENTATIONS
peacemaking in the so- s
FATHER DANIEL BERRIGAN, S.J..

Father Daniel Berrigan, S.J., long time peace activist,
will talk on peacemaking in the 80s.
Wednesday, January 27, noon and 7:30 pm,
Engineering Auditorium Sponsored by the Coalition
for Human Concern and the Educational Programs
Committee.
"EYES ON THE PRIZE": A FILM SERIES
Six parl award winning series on the civil rights
nt *"»
b
1965 ' G d
Stuff.
Tuesdays beginning Jan. 26, 1:00 to 2:00 pm, 1891
Room Bellarmine.

"

"*

*^*"

°°

IN PERS(>N: PETER JAMES

A GENUINE TRUE
T0 LIFE X-SPY.
COMING TO SPEAK ON FEBRUARY 10TH.

**

GLESBY
AUTHOR'
T
JOURNALIST, AND LEADING
ANTIWAR ACTIVIST
0F THE go'S.
coming to speak February 9th

2!^S??Si S^ £

.

NEED A LOCKER? COST IS $4.00 FOR THE ENTIRE
FEAR. SIGN UP IN THE ASSU OFFICE.
WINTER BALL PICTURES ARE IN!!! PICK YOURS UP
AT THE C.A.C.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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NEWS
Series highlights civil
rights movement
"Eyes on the Prize," a six-part documentary series covering
the history of the people, the stories, the events and the issues
of the civil rights struggle in America, will be presented on
Tuesdays, beginning Jan. 26, from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in the
1891 Room of Bellarmine Hall.
Using oldfilm footage and interviews with participants in the
tortin Luther King Activities
civil rights movement, "Eyes on thePrize" presentsbehind the
scenes insights into such major events as the Montgomerybus
boycott, theMarch on Washington, and themarch from Selma to Montgomery.
The series presents thematerial so those wholived through the turbulent years of
1954 to 1965 and those too young to remember them will come to realize the
importance of thecivil rights movementand how itremains arelevant issue today.
Program one opens with a description of the American social system during the
20th century: segregation of blacks and whites by law in the South and by custom
and traditionin the North. In this segment, RosaParks refuses to give up her bus
seat to a white passenger in Montgomery, Ala. and is arrested. This sparks a
boycott of Montgomery's segregated bus sytem,led by MartinLuther King, Jr. who
is just 26 years old.
Program two discusses the issues of segregated schooling, which stillexisted in
1957 even though theBrownruling on1954 declared a dual system-one white,one
black-unconstitutional.
Program three describes the period 1960 to 1961, which shows young peoole on
college campuses becoming a part of the movements' leadership and trying their
ownmethods of promoting change,including the tactic of non-violence.
Program four explores the training of protestors in techniques of nonviolent
response and shows the expanding role of the national white community as whites
show their r pport. King delivers his speech "I Have a Dream," at the march on
Washington
Programs five and six focus on the right to vote~a right long denied, by law, to
blacks in Mississippi and present the first major confrontation of the civil rights
movement with northernliberals at the Democratic party's convention.

'Rainbow'
calls for
united front
from'Rainbow' page one
O'Dellsaid.

"We are still living with the the
problems created by this strategy," he
said. According to O'Dell, results of
America's post-war policy include two
"racist" wars in Indo-China, a
Constitutional crisis, farm bankruptcies,
factory closures, the national debt, "the
overthrow of elected governments in
Chile and Guatemala and Iran" and the
"general shift of the burden of
militarization to the working people."
Shelley Douglass, co-founder and
member of the Ground Zero Center for
Non-violent Action,said shehas learned
that King was "willing to give up his
life for peace and justice, but he wasn't
willing to take the lives of other
people."
She added that American society has
been accustomed to taking lives
because, for some reason, we believe we
are better than others and should
dominate international affairs.
Militarism is an addiction, Douglass
asserted, andis diametrically opposed to
King's concept of abeloved community.
A beloved community is one which
assumes the value of each human life
and is without isms or inequities,
according to Douglas.
"Choice isn't between non-violence
and violence," Douglass said of nuclear
weaponary, "it's between non-violence
and non-existence."
Douglass said she believes we need to
"remove our intent to dominate," and
that if Americans don't realize that we
are part of a world and change our
actions, "I'm not sure how much longer
we have to behere."

LOOKING
AHEAD
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1107 NE 45th. Seattle
632 0634
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Earn $50-$lOO per day marketing credit
can s t0 stu(lents on yQur campus. Work
F/T or P/T. Call 1-800-932-0528.
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Japanese-English speaking student
wanted to teach conversational Japanese.
Salary negotiable. Partial trade-off for
room & board possible. Sendresume to:
Aye. So., Seattle,
X Tamura,
.. 1323-13th
V8144.
wa. M
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~o 17* Pizza
Yol FreshandhotlNew u~0,,.»-,u
York
piefor $8.00 right to your door. Or try
our hevty calzones. hot heros or
salads -togo minimum delivery
order Is 8 bucks. Such a deall Were
open for lunch too so stopby.
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3\_nwiXNiM TRAVFRI
SCHWTNN
FR 16"
frame,
ikaveklek
zo Framp
quick release rim, tire pump, red, ten

speed. Great starting bike for only $100.
329-2137 eves.

14thand east Madison
Free Delivery
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Duplex for rent. 2 Bdrms, 2 blocks from
campus, w/w carpet, electric heat,
utilities included, yard. $285 - 283-9390,

■*"

Spend your summer on beautiful Orcas
Island as a YMCA Camp Orkila
councelor. Many positions available.
Representative will be on campus with
applications and information Monday,
January 25, noon 2 p.m., Chieftain
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Mature female for occasional evening
sitting in Wallingford, 2 young children,
own transportation preferred, hr. fee
negoUable. Pat 547-0507.

#%B^%I CC
1011

| H^^^aTno cash value
ANY 17" PIZZA
Limit onecoupon per partyper vbit
OtterValid onry at Piecora's on
i4th ande Madison

Free Parking in Rear

$35. Salon
to 4,4-0,

-
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SU's closest affordable housing. (15 )
new 1 Bdrm, Security, City Views,
Quiet Units. 3 blocks west, 925 Cherry
$325 rent Ist month $250 + dep.
382-9601.
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HAIRCUTS
Cardcau.622-1583.
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TYPING/ WORD PROCESSING/
RESUMES. Five blocks from campus.
Sense of humor, some genius.
325-3081.
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This is the opportunity of a lifetime to
join Singers Anonymous as it expands
to become the Faculty/Staff Chorale.
Everyone is welcome— whether bass,
soprano, alto tenor, mezzo, contralto,
baritone, squeaker or groaner. Starting
today they will meet Wednesdays from
12:10 to 1p.m. in Buhr 109.

Radical women will look at this year's
agenda of the state legislature this
Thursday at 7:30 p.m at New Freeway
Hall, 5108 Rainer Aye. S. They will
review a proposal to legalize surrogacy
and a number of wide-ranging bills on
AIDS for research and education to
requiremandatory testing and

- - -^

I J

Seattle University's Learning Center and
Writing Center presents a seminar on
Listening/Notetaking,Tuesday, Jan. 19.
The seminar is free and will be held
from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in Pigott
305. For more information call
296-5740.

Pacific Center is sponsoring a weekned
trip to Yakima in search of Elk and
Bighornsheep onFeb. 6and 7.Reserve
your space by Jan. 29 by calling
443-2925. Cost is $75 for members
$87.50 for non-members.
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ON CAMPUS

OFF CAMPUS
North Seattle Community College's
Winter 1988 Continuing Education
program, Women Learning, has started.
Coming soon are classes such as
"Becoming a Successful Woman Entrepeneur," which begins Jan. 20. The
course runs from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. and
costs $20. For more information, call
527-3705.

By Leigh Rubin

j

To Percy Helfinger. Dave-you might
like to know that your Associated Press
'
Stylebook
and LIBEL Manual has
been located. Considering your most
recent publication, you might need it.
Ca]1 328 4673 for more information

.

